Gaming
Laboratories
International’s
Global
Leaders “Converge” on London
for ICE Totally Gaming
Hillegom, The Netherlands (17 January 2013) – Gaming
Laboratories International (GLI), the world’s leading gaming
testing laboratory and technical consultancy, is bringing key
thought-leaders from its global labs to converge in London for
ICE Totally Gaming this February.

GLI will be on stand S3-330, showcasing its worldwide
expertise in land-based and iGaming testing, certification and
regulation in one united stand. The convergence of GLI’s landbased stand and its iGaming stand from previous ICE shows is
analogous to the way the two sides of the gaming industry are
converging all around the world.

“At previous ICE shows, we have split the team and booth to
manage both sectors. Now we are seeing major crossovers and
many companies working in both land-based and iGaming, so it’s
a logical change to have one booth covering everything that
GLI can provide,” said Martin Britton, Managing Director of
GLI Europe. “It’s a very interesting time for the gaming
market in Europe, where iGaming is expanding, technology is
moving forward, the product offering is wider and merging.
Plus, iGaming is a hot topic in the US. Having a team of
experts who are fully knowledgeable in all sectors gives GLI a
great position with suppliers, operators and regulators, where
we can provide leading information and assistance across the

board.”

GLI will have representatives on hand from many of its 20 labs
who are thought-leaders in land-based and iGaming testing,
certification and regulation. Additionally, GLI Director of
Latin American and Caribbean Development Karen Sierra-Hughes
will be a featured speaker on Tuesday, 5 Feb. in the session,
“Brazil & Argentina: Impact of European Regulatory
Developments on Latin iGaming Regulation.”

GLI Compliance Manager Dennis Byram said, “For the past two
years or so, in our Roundtables, in tradeshow speaking
opportunities, at private seminars, and the like, we have been
helping regulators understand that this convergence of the
gaming industry is coming, and now that day has arrived. This
is a time for operators to carefully examine their casino
floors, equipment, systems and marketing strategies to allow
for consideration of the convergence that is at hand.”

For nearly 25 years, Gaming Laboratories International, LLC
has been the world leader in providing independent testing,
inspection and certification services to the gaming, wagering
and lottery industry. GLI also offers independent network and
information security assessments to its regulatory, lottery
and supplier clients. With 20 laboratory locations located
across Africa, Asia, Australia, the Caribbean, Europe, North
America and South America, GLI is the only global organization
of its kind to hold U.S. and international accreditations for
compliance with ISO/IEC 17025, 17020 and guide 65 standards
for technical competence in the gaming, wagering and lottery
industries. For more information, visit www.gaminglabs.com.

